
Phone and internet  

Internet 
With the Link www.wlan-bayern.de, you can find the nearest WIFI hotspot for you. You just 
have to enter the post code of the city where you are in order to identify and use these 
available hotspots. 

Mobile phones  
There are two different contracts in Germany: prepaid contracts ("Prepaidvertrag") and fixed-

term contracts ("Laufzeitvertrag"). The prepaid contract has no fixed contract term. The fixed-
term contact has a minimum contract period (12 or 24 months). After this period, this contract will 
be renewed automatically, especially if it is not terminated. If you do not want this contract to be 
renewed automatically, you have to cancel it in writing. Before to sign any contract, pay attention 
to the notice period. 

By clicking on the link beneath, you will find a checklist which will help you choose the 
contract or price best suited to your needs:  
(https://www.verbraucherzentrale.de/sites/default/files/migration_files/media248936A.pdf) 

10 questions you should ask before concluding a contract:  

• What is the monthly basic fee? Does the fee increase after a certain period? 
• Is there a minimum monthly fee? 
• How long is the contract period (e.g. 12 or 24 months)? 
• If I don't cancel the contract, does the contract automatically renew? When do I have to 

terminate the contract if I do not want it to be renewed? 
• How much are the fees for setting up, changing or deactivating? 
• What is the charging period (60/1, 10/10)? For information: the price 60/1 is expensive, the 

first minute is invoicing at full price and after in 1-second increment. The price 1/1 is the 
fairest due to the invoicing at each second but it is rarely selected by the providers! 

• How much does a minute cost (different network/own network)? 
• What are the costs for buying a mobile phone with and without a contract? 
• How much does Internet access cost? 
• How much does it cost to call abroad? 
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